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Agency Philosophy 
Kairos is a leading communication and marketing agency based in Washington, D.C. dedicated             

to the field of integrated marketing and communication. Through branding, digital marketing            

and communications, we help a variety of organizations develop public relations and            

marketing campaigns, strategic plans, digital experiences, in addition to advertisement for our            

clients and helping them reach their goals. 
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Executive Summary 

The OPSS campaign will launch in July 2017 and will wrap up in June 2018. The launch is                  

not starting until 2017 in order to give OPSS plenty of time to become familiar with the                 

campaign as well as plan and line up the strategies of the campaign to ensure successful                

execution. 

The campaign’s target audience consists of a primary and secondary audience. The            

primary audience includes members of the military (soldiers, sailors, marines, airmen           

and coasties). This audience is split into two categories--older and younger military. The             

campaign’s secondary audience consists of healthcare professionals, the DoD         

community, retirees and warriors’ family members. 

The campaign objectives will aim to increase awareness of supplement safety as well as              

change beliefs and behavior in choosing supplements through credible sources like           

OPSS. As a result of the creative testing, warriors related to the message: “Knowledge is               

Power: Empower Your Body & Mind.” Sampled warriors felt like this message spoke to              

them the best. The “Knowledge is Power” message is incorporated into the four different              

campaign strategies and tactics. Creative strategies range from utilizing YouTube          

influencers and celebrity endorsements to monthly YouTube videos and Facebook posts.           

Measurement and evaluations follow each creative strategy. 

The four media recommendations listed essentially advise that OPSS maintain a           

consistent social media presence utilizing each platform for a specific reason. The            

12-month campaign will utilize only $25,000 of the $50,000 allocated in the budget. 

Evaluations are mentioned after every creative strategy. Each strategy is measurable and            

ties back to the objectives of the campaign. 
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Situation Analysis 

Operation Supplement Safety (OPSS), a joint initiative between the Human Performance           

Resource Center (HPRC) and the Department of Defense (DoD), has a primary goal to              

educate “service members, retirees and their family members, healthcare professionals          

and DoD civilians about dietary supplements (DS) in order to learn how to supplements              

wisely.” OPSS is not a supplement provider, nor do they recommend certain supplements             

based on needs; however, they offer credible resources and tools to be able to choose               

supplements wisely. 

OPSS Objectives: 

● Inform DoD community through educational challenges on resources for accurate          

DS information. 

● Encourage healthcare professionals to formally report adverse events/negative        

side effect associated with DS. 

Industry Background 

According to the Frontline documentary, more than 29,000 dietary supplements are on            

the market, of which only a small number are regulated by the FDA. In other words,                

dietary supplements are not regulated, so anyone can sell them. The dangers of             

unregulated DS are numerous as the ingredients on the bottle might not reflect the              

actual ingredients in the DS. For instance, someone could put cocoa powder in a pill and                

label the bottle Vitamin B and no one would even know.  

 

According to Schultz, the sales of supplements in the U.S. “hit $11.5 billion in 2012, and                

forecasts they will reach $15.5 billion by 2017.” The issue is that people are relying more                

and more on dietary supplements instead of food to get their daily intake of vitamins,               

protein, etc. The rising market of DS is affecting members of the DoD and warriors.               

Warriors are taught to be better than their enemies, so supplements are the difference              

that will make them healthier, stronger and more energetic. The use of DS is not bad nor                 

unadvised; however, using unsafe DS which could contain problematic ingredients          

and/or drugs can cost warriors their lives and careers.  
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Therefore it is essential to educate warriors about the right way to choose DS. Initially,               

OPSS got started when Dr. Woodson, ASD(HA) pressed on the urgent matter to create a               

DoD-wide educational campaign for dietary supplements, following negative side effects          

caused by supplements containing problematic ingredients. This led to CHAMP and U.S.            

Army Public Health Command creating the educational campaign–Operation Supplement         

Safety (OPSS)–to educate warriors and their families and retirees about the safe use of              

unregulated dietary supplements. What started as a campaign has become an active            

organization with a mission to “increase awareness about potential health benefits and            

risks, red flags, and resources to consider before DS use.” 
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Market Review 

 

SWOT Analysis 

  Positive Negative 

 

Internal 

Strengths  

● OPSS is located on-base 
surrounded by target 
audience  

● Partnerships with NIH and 
other federal health 
organizations 

● Privy to exclusive and 
accurate data resources 

Weaknesses 

● Low brand 
equity/awareness  

● OPSS is not very well known 
● Low social media following 
● Limited reach (Walter Reed, 

not national) 
● Inconsistent branding 

 

 

External 

Opportunities 

● Large market of warriors 
who take supplements 

● Strong strategic partnerships 
● Credible resources and tools 
● Lack of brand equity leaves 

room for building stronger 
identity 

Threats  

● GNC, NatureMade, and 
other streamline retailers.  

● Mainly educational without 
offering tangible products  

○ Hard to attract 
attention and gain 
new followers 
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Competitive Review  

While OPSS does not have direct competitors, there are a few indirect competitors they              

must be aware of. Companies such as GNC, NatureMade, Amazon, and VitaminShoppe,            

with online forums where consumers are able to write product reviews, pose a threat to               

OPSS because warriors look to these reviews as trustworthy sources when they make             

their purchases. Leading off of this, word-of-mouth proves to be another threat to OPSS.  

While interviewing the warriors at Walter Reed, majority said they learned what            

supplements to buy from their friends or other warriors who used them. Above all, they               

trust their friends when it comes what to buy or what not to buy. At the base, the                  

warriors also mentioned they learned about supplements through watching YouTube          

videos of bodybuilders such as Ronnie Coleman. The online forum, bodybuilding.com,           

also was a point of reference for the warriors when considering supplements.  

OPSS works closely with the US Food and Drug Administration, US Anti-Doping Agency,             

and the Office of Dietary Supplements at the National Institute of Health. These three              

offices are all government backed with “Education Resource Libraries” available for           

anyone to access and learn about supplements, civilian or warrior.  

Major retailers like GNC, NatureMade, and VitaminShoppe have expansive budgets to           

work with; GNC has reported to have a “$3 million marketing campaign, which aim to               

push up the retailer’s sales”. These businesses also incorporate member pricing           

programs, which is “GNC’s ability to capture data on consumer purchases and tailor its              

marketing and product offerings to their individual tastes and preferences.” The           

government has a much smaller scale of marketing, advertising and promotional budgets            

to work with than any of the mainstream retailers with a smaller following.  

We found the most effective channels to reach the warriors are word of mouth and               

online forums, either the retailers’ websites or sites such as bodybuilding.com. 
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Review of Existing/Past Promotional Programs 

There is currently no obvious promotional programs within OPSS, yet they do have             

promotional material that consists of information cards and posters available to both            

providers and warfighters. OPSS has an organization website, a Facebook and Pinterest            

presence, as well as being featured under the HPRC’s YouTube and Vimeo channels. 

 

OPSS Website 

Message Strategy: The website is the primary platform and point of reference which the              

marketing plan aims to promote. Basic FAQ’s, info sheets, videos and print materials are              

all included on the website, making the destination for supplement information. 

 

Media Strategy: Over ten different videos are embedded on the ‘Videos’ tab on the              

website. The videos uploaded to Vimeo and YouTube range from PSAs to factual videos.              

There is a wide range of topics and strategies used to execute these videos. 

 

Overall Assessment: The OPSS website has an overwhelming amount of information that            

could be organized in a clearer form. Ideally the website would be revamped to be more                

user-friendly. More icons, visuals and less text would be a great start. It is a huge                

advantage that the OPSS section of the HPRC website is the first hit when Googling               

‘OPSS.’ 
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OPSS Facebook page 

Message Strategy: The OPSS Facebook page uses short concise captions on posts and also              

includes relevant hashtags. The page administrator responds to visitors’ posts and           

questions in a short amount of time. The frequency of posts is moderate--every few days.               

The page uses a consistent and informative voice across all posts. 

 

Media Strategy: The OPSS Facebook page only posts links to articles with one-lined             

captions. The article sources range from the HPRC and FDA website to relevant YouTube              

videos.  

 

 

 

Overall Assessment: While the content posted is informative, interesting and up-to-date,           

the OPSS Facebook page needs to create more original engaging content for its 1,282              

fans. The presence and potential is there, the execution is what is needs work.  
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OPSS Pinterest 

Message Strategy: All of the pins on the OPSS Pinterest come from the HPRC-online.org              

board. The messaging is obvious to viewers–supplement safety. All pins are very relevant             

to the organization. However, there are only 16 pins in total on the board. 

 

Media Strategy: The OPSS Pinterest board’s media strategy is simply pinning from            

HPRC-online.org because it has much more content and a variety of pins. Repinning             

posts from other supplement safety-related boards could grow the OPSS Pinterest           

following and audience. 

 

Overall Assessment: It is unclear why OPSS needs a Pinterest board and really who views it                

and who the target audience is. It may be more useful to tackle and focus on creating an                  

OPSS YouTube channel instead and standardizing all social media platforms. 
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Operation Supplement Safety Mobile App 

Message Strategy: The app is a fantastic resource that includes a “high risk list”, “barcode               

scanner”, “suggest addition”, “ask the expert” and an option to “search” the supplements’             

brand name and manufacturer. The app facilitates the supplement shopping experience           

in an educational and accessible manner. 

 

Media Strategy: The app puts the resource in the hands of every warrior making the               

information mobile and on-the-go. 

 

Overall Assessment: The app is a great idea that has a lot of information condensed into                

one mobile app. However, the app is extremely slow to load which could potentially lead               

to app un-installments.  
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HPRC Vimeo & YouTube Channel 

Message Strategy: The HPRC YouTube channel includes many foam rolling, pediatric and            

rehabilitation exercise videos. It also has a series of dietary supplement public service             

announcements that pertain to OPSS. Most of the videos on the HPRC Vimeo account              

relate to OPSS and have several different warriors speaking on supplement safety 

 

Media Strategy: The HPRC videos that pertain to OPSS really bring the organization to life               

in a visual manner.  

 

Overall Assessment: Videos are an effective way of communicating with audiences. It may             

be beneficial to upload videos on a regular schedule instead of sporadically. It also might               

be stronger for OPSS to have its own channel and focus on YouTube instead of spreading                

across two platforms via HPRC.  
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Primary Research Results 

 
Supplements: 

High Involvement 
-Requires an amount of research before an original purchase 
-Research is primarily from: 

-Peers 
-Higher ups  
-Celebrities on YouTube and other well known figures  
-Google 

Extensive Problem Solving 
-Warriors new introduction to an extremely different routine 
-Lack of experience leads to lack of decision criteria in choosing           

supplements 
Decider: Warrior 

Ultimately, the main decision will be made by the warrior who is taking the              
supplements. The key is to catch these warriors in their decision making            
process. 

Influencer: Military 
What supplements these warriors take as well as why they are taking them             
come primarily from the military because they provide the restrictions on           
supplements, as well as the rigorous regime that inspire warriors to start            
taking supplements in the first place.  
 

Audience Profile: 
Demographic  

-Adults in and entering the Military 
Geographic 

-None 
Psychographic 

-Feel the need to be the best 
-Help stay awake and energized through workouts 

Behavioral 
-Influence of peers 
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While visiting Walter Reed, the reactions of individuals to OPSS and supplements were             

varied. Mainly, reactions regarding supplements ranged from not taking them at all to             

the other side of the spectrum, with the belief of supplements being necessary to              

facilitate the active lifestyle of an active duty military warrior. Many fell in the middle               

having taken supplements at one point or another due to recovery from injuries or a way                

of self-improvement, mostly to get stronger. Many also reported stopping to maximize            

the benefits of the supplements and because they had experienced bad reactions to             

these supplements and stopped for health reasons.  

 

When asked how warriors were introduced to supplements, they explained the new            

regiment’s influence on their energy and sleep levels and why supplements became            

necessary during the transition period. Increased performance levels and an upper hand            

translate the idea of supplements for warriors into a necessity. Many people use word of               

mouth from their peers to learn which supplements to take and how to take them. The                

younger audience explained how they use known YouTube and prominent supplement           

figures from the public, many of which are not military regiment cognisant.  

 

The demographic of our audience ranged from 20 to 40-year-olds; we interviewed an             

estimate of 45 warriors. The main takeaway from these interviews was that, of the active               

military warriors who had intense cardio and dietary lifestyles, almost none of them had              

heard of OPSS or understood fully its function and place within the military.  

 

When asked what social media platforms our target audiences frequent, the answer was             

almost always Facebook, but turned to YouTube and GNC for their supplement and             

workout research. When asked what times of day they were on these sites, many              

explained it was late at night. They avoided being online as much as possible because a                

lot of what is required of them is done online, therefore “the less amount of time spent                 

on the computer the better.” 

 

This mindset will become important as to how we attempt to reach our target markets in                

a more personal approach. We will attempt to reach these warriors in their everyday life               

in places such as buildings on the base, at their PT tests, even using celebrity               

endorsements by supplement YouTube stars.  
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Target Audience 
This campaign’s primary target audience is split into two categories: young and older             

military. Young military is exactly what it sounds like, those warriors who are just entering               

or are new to the military. This target audience’s age ranges from 17 to 21; they are                 

typically very unfamiliar with supplements, the effects and even consequences the           

supplements could have.  

 

An example we created is Mitchell Jacobson. Mitchell is an 18 year            

old male, just entering the U.S. Army and based in Virginia. He            

values community, accountability and is always up for a physical          

challenge. Some of his interests include bulking up by going to the            

gym and playing basketball and considers himself rather social         

media savvy. Because of his lack of information due to his young            

age, he has low-involvement when purchasing products and can be          

reached on mobile apps like Facebook, Instagram, Twitter and         

Snapchat. Mitchell’s influencers range from his family and high school friends to older             

men in the Army. Capturing this audience at the beginning of their time as a warrior is                 

crucial in order to make an impact.  

 

The second category of our primary audience are the older          

military members, those who are perhaps higher up in         

ranks with the military. This target audience’s age is 34 and           

over. An example of someone in this audience we created          

is Patrick Morrison. Patrick is 35 years old, has been          

enrolled in the U.S. Army for 15 years and based in           

California. Married with three children, he values family        

time, loyalty and achievement. His interests include       

spending time with his kids and maintaining a healthy         

lifestyle–typically by going to the gym. Patrick has social media, however only checks his              

accounts a few times every week. He can be reached through both mobile and desktop               

screens and televisions. His high involvement purchasing habits are influenced by his            

wife, doctor and his commanding officers. 
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Both of our target audiences were U.S. Army soldiers because they make up nearly half               

of the total population (Pie Chart A), compared to other branches. Since males make up a                

little over 84 percent of warriors (Pie Chart B), targeting them would prove most effective               

for the campaign.  

 

Overall, this target audience is very trusting of one another, word of mouth is a major                

influencer. While their awareness of supplements may vary, warriors maintain very           

routine lifestyles and are constantly held to high standards, kept under strict standards             

of personnel.  
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Marketing Goals 
The overall marketing goal for OPSS is to have the target audience recognize the              

importance of supplement safety in order to turn OPSS into a need for warriors. By               

bringing OPSS to the forefront of warrior’s minds, word of mouth will be generated              

helping further the necessity and popularity of OPSS due to the military’s high             

dependence on peer reviews in supplement usage. Finally, OPSS’s marketing plan will            

aim to help the organization become both a personable and credible presence on             

military bases across the country. 

 

 

Integrated Marketing Communication Objectives 
 

Awareness 

“How will we raise awareness for OPSS?” 

-We want the target audience to know what OPSS is and the resources it provides.  

-Print ads 

-Information cards 

-Social media content 

-Walter Reed Medical Center Newsletter 

-Celebrity endorsements 

-YouTube brand ambassadors 

-How will we measure this? 

-Click-through-rates on website (Google Analytics, Google 

AdWords) 

-Social media monitoring (increase followers and      

involvement) 

-Feature in Walter Reed Medical Center Newsletter  

-Media monitoring (updates/news about DS) 
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Belief 

“What does the target audience need to believe to be motivated to do the desired action?” 

-We want the target audience to believe that OPSS is a credible source because of               

the following:  

-OPSS is a trustworthy resource 

-OPSS has the DoD community’s best interest at heart 

-OPSS does not sell dietary supplements but instead educates the DoD

community and healthcare providers 

-The ability to identify whether a DS is safe/problematic 

-How will we measure this? 

-Social media following and engagement (Facebook, OPSS app and         

YouTube 

user/visitor comments, questions and feedback) 

-Website monitoring (Google Analytics: CTR, number of impressions) 

 

 

 

Behavior 

“What behavior do we want the target audience to be involved in?” 

-We want the target audience to go to the OPSS website or use OPSS resources               

for credible information on DS. Instead of googling DS or going on the GNC website, we 

want them to utilize OPSS’s resources first. 

-How will we measure this? 

-Social media following and engagement (Facebook, OPSS app and 

YouTube user/visitor comments, questions and feedback) 

-Website monitoring (Google Analytics: CTR, number of impressions) 
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Creative Strategies  
Creative Message 

During the creative testing phase, many of the warriors we interviewed related and 

favored with the following message:  

“Knowledge is Power: Empower Your Body & Mind.”  

 

Warriors reacted positively to language referring to “knowledge” and “power” in terms of             

supplement safety. These are themes we intend to incorporate in our media and             

campaign and media/creative recommendations.  

 

Among the different messages, this one specifically received the best feedback. The 

appeal of “using your head to strengthen your body” was appealing to warriors.  They 

found that this message related well to supplements.Including this message on print ads 

and posters is essential. It gives warriors context to what OPSS is. 
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Creative Strategy #1: YouTube Brand Ambassador  

Use famous YouTubers who are opinion leaders in the military and supplement worlds to              

change behavior and beliefs by using role models for impressionable warriors (younger            

military), whose knowledge of supplements is formed based on peers and their            

environment.  

 

Tactics:  

Use “The Hodgetwins,” Young YouTube stars, who are known for fitness and are similar in               

age to our target demographic. These celebrities will be visiting bases, encouraging            

warriors to download the new user-friendly application. They will also take part in             

promotional materials such as videos or “Knowledge is Power” posters, as well as             

promotional events (TedTalks etc.). Most importantly, in order to reach our target            

audience where they are, there will be links to OPSS in their videos and content               

generated in order to be integrated into their daily programming.  

 

 

 

 

Measurement and Evaluation:  

In order to evaluate a change in attitude and behavior, we will distribute an online survey                

via email early on before starting celebrity endorsements as well as after for younger              

warriors to take in order to gauge a change in attitude and behavior towards supplement               

usage.  
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Creative Strategy #2: Military BodyBuilder of the Month Posts 

Monthly posts or features that spice up the OPSS Facebook page need to be              

implemented immediately. As previously stated, the OPSS Facebook page currently posts           

every two or three days with already existing articles. Starting in July, the OPSS Facebook               

page will create new content every month by featuring a “Military BodyBuilder of the              

Month.”  

 

Tactic:  

The “Military BodyBuilder of the Month” will entail a full video interview of the warrior               

and article that is also posted onto the OPSS website. The interview’s questions will              

ideally pertain to military, bodybuilding or supplements. Some curveball fun questions           

may be thrown in (such as “What do you like to do in your time off?”). The bodybuilder                  

will also be asked questions that incorporate our “Knowledge is Power” message. 

We noticed that all OPSS videos on YouTube are uploaded on the HPRC account, starting               

this strategy would require having an OPSS YouTube channel where viewers can link the              

video content with the OPSS brand and website. With the recent rise and popularity of               

video on the Internet, starting an organization YouTube channel is essential. This fun and              

engaging content targeted for warriors of all ages, will in theory be shared and bring               

even more awareness to the OPSS brand and direct viewers and bring traffic to the               

website.  

 

Measurement and Evaluation:  

We will evaluate this strategy through number of Facebook and YouTube “likes”, shares             

and reaches each “Military BodyBuilder of the Month” post receives. We can also see how               
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many views each YouTube video receives and the “click-through-rate” the videos have            

directing viewers to the OPSS website.  

Creative Strategy #3: Newsletter & Print Ads 

Email listserve of bases with supplement safety printable material to hang up around the              

base. Walter Reed is the testing base, where OPSS’s research results will be featured in               

newsletters. Clean and clear print ads and information cards centered around           

“Knowledge is Power” will raise awareness on the importance of supplement safety, and             

it will guide warriors to the OPSS website and its countless resources.  

 

Tactics: 

1. Starting with the Walter Reed base, OPSS will be featured in the Walter Reed              

Medical Center newsletter. The routinely features (every four months) will update           

the primary and secondary audience on the research OPSS is conducting and the             

result findings. If this is not an option, having an ad (one of the print ads) in the                  

newsletter will give OPSS exposure. 

2. Print ads will be hung in different locations:  

(a) outside and inside of the gym to target the individuals who want to get bigger                

and stronger and are more likely to take DS (b) locations/buildings where            

orientation takes place for new warriors (c) locations where warriors receive their            

bi-annual fitness exams and see health care professionals. Print ads will be heavily             

circulated right before fitness exams in April and September.These print ads have            

a call to action to visit the website to check the safety of supplements.  

3. Once the material has been tested and deemed successful on the Walter Reed             

base, it is time for the printable material to be emailed to bases around the               

country. Each base will be print out the posters and will hang them in targeted               

locations around the base (gym, health care professional, orientation).  

 

Measurement and Evaluation:  

Success will be measured through Google Analytics and the click-through rate (CTR),            

which will show the number of views and clicks the OPSS website received. If this number                

increased in the time period during which the print ads were up, they are effective. If the                 

number stays the same, print ads around Walter Reed need to be increased or altered.               
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An increase of over 15 percent in OPSS website visits will reveal that OPSS is gaining                

more awareness. 

Creative Strategy #4: Celebrity Endorsement 

Reaching out to celebrities linked to the military or have had previous experience in the               

military about potentially doing gratis endorsements involving OPSS and supplement          

safety is definitely a possibility. Many of these actors have had past experience             

endorsing the U.S. Military, such as Bradley Cooper. His past experience portraying late             

Navy SEAL Chris Kyle “changed his life” and made him more aware of the military lifestyle                

as a whole. 

 

Tactics: 

1. Reach out to actors about potential endorsements, such as Chuck Norris, Ice-T,            

Arnold Schwarzenegger, Clint Eastwood, and Bradley Cooper. 

2. Big celebrities draw big media attention - being able to secure even just one of               

these actors could not only help OPSS grab the attention of the warriors, but also               

of all those related.  

3. These celebrities can visit bases around the U.S. or in their home state, speaking              

about supplement safety, what supplements they use, why supplement education          

is important, etc.  

 

Measurement and Evaluation:  

Post visit, success can be measured through observing the increase in followers on all              

our social media platforms and the overall awareness of OPSS as a whole. In theory, by                

bringing in well-known celebrities to support OPSS and spread our message. 
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Media Recommendations 

Media Recommendation #1: Brand Image 

Create a brand image that is clean, updated and informative to target audience. By              

including a logo that incorporates the name of the organization in a style that is clean cut                 

and versatile, OPSS will gain brand recognition and awareness allowing it to become part              

of consumer’s awareness set. This will give them the upperhand in where warriors turn              

to first to obtain information regarding legal and safe supplements.  

 

Updated Logo which incorporates and integrates the name of the organization more            

wholistically. The logo will portray and revamped image for OPSS as one that is clean cut                

and young. This logo is intended to be used in a more versatile manner allowing it to be                  

included on many promotional content the organization creates.  

 

This tactic will aim to change attitudes about supplement safety and OPSS as a whole. In                

order to measure that, we will conduct surveys which will measure attitudes towards             

supplements, supplement safety and the OPSS brand to measure progress before and            

after the implementation of the Integrated Marketing Plan.  
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Media Recommendation #2: Website Redesign 

Increase site traffic past first page of OPSS website and cutdown time necessary to spend               

on the website by making the website easier to use.  

 

Update layout of website to promote streamlined information pertinent to target           

markets. A logical flow of information will cut down the amount of time necessary for               

users of the site and will make the user experience more appealing. By using a               

streamlined website layout model on the OPSS website, we will link the home page to               

main sections eventually linking to subsections. As of now, the website homepage            

contains links straight to subsections providing information too specific for the           

homepage of an organization's website. By using this flow of information, user            

experience will increase as times decreases making supplement safety an easily           

integratable part of a warrior or medical professional’s life. 

  

Using google analytics, we can measure which links are clicked and how far into the               

website visitors get. This will allow us to see the bottleneck of the website and how the                 

website can be improved to bring visitors to every part of the website.  

 

 

 

 

Media Recommendation #3: Consistent Social Media Platforms 

Each social media platform should have distinct voice and purpose in relation to OPSS’s              

vision. Post are formatted and contain different language as well as contain different             

types of content. Examples include: 

OPSS App: Redesign the “High Risk Supplement” by making it more interactive and             

user-friendly. Reprogramming the app so that it opens and load pages faster as well as               

designing the app to make it more interactive by including more icons and images will               

facilitate the process of using the app on a regular basis.  
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Facebook: Content on Facebook should be aimed at engaging and including targeted            

audience with relatable posts to provide a personal presence. Utilizing posts like            

“Bodybuilder of the Month” will lead to an increase of engaging and sharable content as               

well as relevant posts to educate the targeted audience.  

Pinterest: Pinterest is not a crucial platform for OPSS to spread awareness and             

information on. However, if OPSS wants to continue utilizing Pinterest, the platform            

needs to be frequently updated. Pinning posts from partnering or related organizations            

and pages is essential to increasing the number of followers. 

 

Media Recommendation #4: Create an OPSS YouTube Channel 

An OPSS YouTube channel should be created in order to successfully implement the             

second creative strategy of the Military BodyBuilder of the Month. A YouTube channel             

that is for OPSS videos only and separated from the HPRC channel could be then linked                

to both the OPSS website and Facebook page.  

An organization YouTube channel is an opportunity for OPSS to bring the organization’s             

purpose to life in a fun, user-friendly and engaging way.  
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Campaign Flowchart 

This campaign will in theory begin mid-2017 and end in mid-2018. The launch is not for                

another year giving OPSS the time and opportunity to plan and familiarize themselves             

with the creative strategies and tactics to ensure a successful execution. The campaign             

will launch in July just two months before the warrior’s September fitness exam.  

In the first three months, OPSS will make initial contact with desired YouTube brand              

ambassadors (yellow) and celebrity endorsements (blue), distribute print ads on bases           

(green) and submit materials to the Walter Reed Medical newsletter (green). Submissions            

to the newsletter will continue every four months for a total of three thorough and new                

articles or stories. A video will be filmed and uploaded every month to Facebook (purple).               

In the new year, the campaign will start both the YouTuber and celebrity visits and               

promotional events. Leading up to the warrior’s April fitness exam, more print ads will be               

sent out via email listserve to military bases to increase awareness. The campaign will              

end after the June Military Bodybuilder of the Month video and Facebook post is              

uploaded. 
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Budget Summary 

After deep consideration of all we have recommended, and acknowledging the $50,000            

budget we have to work with, the budget has been split according to the chart below: 

 

Activity Cost 

“Bodybuilder of the Month” video 
production 

$2500 

Celebrity Partnership Gratis 

Celebrity Endorsement $10,000 

Boosted Facebook posts $500 

All Print Media (UPS and Staples printing) 

● 100 Posters= ~$820 

● 10000 Information Cards 4” x 6”= ~ $560 

 
$5000 

Social Media Posts Free 

Redesigning of App $5000-$7000 

Total: $25,000 
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Overall Evaluation 

A successful campaign will be determined through increased overall brand awareness of            

OPSS. This can be measured through surveys sent out to the targeted audience and the               

organization’s overall online presence and social media following including Facebook          

likes, YouTube video hits and website traffic. 

Ideally there will be a major increase in page likes, increasing the total number of               

followers by 250 percent from 1,284 to 3,000 likes. This can be achieved through              

implementing the proposed creative strategies and tactics. We are looking to see a 15              

percent increase in website traffic, which will be measured through Google Analytics. It             

shows the number of visitors on the OPSS webpage and its different tabs that house all                

the resources and tools. The click-through-rates (CTR) will accurately measure the           

number of visits during a desired time period. Analyzing the CTR of the months before               

the campaign launch and throughout the campaign will reveal whether there is an             

increase in awareness.  

Overall, we want to strengthen OPSS’s brand equity, making it a destination for warriors              

wanting to find out more about safe supplement use. Through the use of pre and post                

surveys we will be able to measure changes in awareness, behaviors, and beliefs in order               

to strengthen brand equity and increase brand awareness by 15 percent. Targeted            

questions will be used to reveal the impact of the campaign, measuring the changes in               

awareness, behaviors, and beliefs among the target audience.  
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Conclusion 

With these tactics, Kairos objective is to raise awareness of the dangers of supplement              

abuse, change the beliefs that all supplements are safe, and ultimately change the             

accepted behavior of using these supplements without first checking their safety and            

ingredients on a vetted website such as Operation Supplement Safety (OPSS). This            

Integrated Marketing Concept takes into account both primary and secondary research           

to understand initial attitudes towards supplement safety as well as where military            

warriors are most likely to receive information for effective marketing and utilizes            

communication, marketing and advertising to effectively change the preconceived views          

on supplement safety. 
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Appendix 

Print Ad #1 
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Print Ad #2 
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Print Ad #3 
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Information Card: Front 

 

Information Card: Back 
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Pie Charts A & B 
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